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An ideal final for the 9th Grand Prix de Megève – Edmond de Rothschild, deep in the heart of the Alps, 
with a thrilling jump-off that saw Morocco’s Abdelkebir Ouaddar and his bounding Brooklyn de Hus in the 
honours. The 60 best riders in the CSI3* were invited to come and battle over a 1m50 course offered by 
Grégory Bodo, the international course builder who officiated recently at the Paris and Cannes stages of 
the LGCT. Thirteen obstacles and 16 jumping efforts set the scene for this ultimate rendezvous; a Grand 
Prix drawn on the same lines as the two qualifiers that were held on Thursday and Friday. “We’re in an 
arena which is really atypical as it’s truly sloping and cramped. We have to offer courses that remain flowing for 
the horses, quite spaced out and always thinking of their comfort so as not to have large efforts, notably over 
wide obstacles. Like always the time allowed will be quite tight to force the riders into the tempo right from the 
start.”  The finalists therefore were allowed a quite open start to the round with lines of a minimum of 7 
strides, the first real question being n°6, the treble, upright-oxer-upright-  in the colours of Edmond de 
Rothschild, heading downhill. If they could take a breath between numbers 7 and 8 thanks to a long bend,  
the end of the course still required more precision and thought. 3 strides between n°9, an oxer and n°10 
– a small planks – followed by n°11, a very narrow oxer heading downhill to arrive beside the stands for 
the final line, an oxer-upright double followed 4 strides later by an upright over a water tray opposite the 
VIP lodge, there was a lot to do in order to finish 3* round without faults ! Starting favourites, neither 
Simon Delestre, nor Patrice Delaveau, or even Jean-Luc Mourier, who up until then had shown great with 
Captain Keen, nevertheless didn’t escape unscathed over this initial round.  In the end 11 made it through 
to the jump-off and the difficult role of being first to go fell to the young and talented Mégane Moissonnier. 
Despite a good performance with Uhlan Okkomut, the pair faulted at the fourth jump and finished 7th.  
Margaux Bost on As de Papignies rode the first double clear in the time of 42’’00 and in doing so finally 
finished in 4th place. Her compatriot Thomas Leveque with Seurat Galotière preceded her and gave the 
best French performance stopping the clock at 40’’98. Then it was the turn of Abdelkebir Ouaddar to 
enter the ring. Known for his incredible audacity and feel for a jump, the Moroccan with Brooklyn de Hus 
gave spectators a breathtaking round. 39’’77! The fabulous pair scoring victory on their first ever visit to 
Megève. “It’s a really magnificent show, my mare’s incredible, she’s given me a fantastic win ! I was lucky to be 
drawn mid-way through the class and be able to analyse the rounds and faults of the first few to go. I knew coming 
out the treble and the end of the round required particular care. Brooklyn is only an 8 year-old,, she’s really a mare 
for the future. In the jump-off, I rode to win, I like taking risks, it’s a moment that excites me !” Last to go,  Marie 
Pellegrin and Alcazar du Moulin, also extremely fast, popped herself into 2nd place for Switzerland.

Following on from this exciting class, it was the turn of riders in the CSI1* to confront each other in the 
1m40 Grand Prix Boan Immobilier. On form this weekend, Switzerland’s Jessica Dolt piloting Vigilant des 
Prés took pole position by riding the only double clear in the class. A 100% ladies podium as Caroline 
Firmenich/Jabbedabbedou d’Ouzo D’13 (SUI) and Valentine Delaveau/Vivaldi d’Euskadi (FRA) were 2nd and 
3rd.

7 days of sport, 19 nations, 350 riders, 500 horses and 35 winners crowned in national,  CSI1* and CSI3* 
classes. This 9th Jumping International de Megève – Edmond de Rothschild kept all of its promises and 
notably that of welcoming sportsmen, sportswoman, enthusiasts and spectators in an authentic and warm 
atmosphere amidst the mountains. Holding the reins of this event since its beginning, Frédéric Muffat 
and Pascaline Freiher-Scharapan, both with smiles on their faces this evening are already looking towards 
the summer of 2020, which will celebrate the 10th edition of this remarkable and tremendously popular 
Jumping show.

All results on :
www.horse-timing.com

Photos are available on this link.
Please mention the copyright you’ll find in the photos’ name.

STANDING OVATION FOR ABDELKEBIR OUADDAR 
AND BROOKLYN DE HUS! 
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